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Abstract— The growing use of e-learning system from the beginning age of education has been adopted rapidly, converting 

classroom teaching into Smart Classes and giving exposure of the world to the kids, leads to some positive as well as negative 

aspects named as ‘Cyber Crime’. Cybercrime is seen in more in the teenagers and youth but its root starts developing since 

childhood. Due to rapid digitalization of the world the level of intelligence is going high but ethical values are receding. 

Imparting cyber education with ethical values at right age can lead to decrease its crime rate in the world. The paper emphasis 

on the exploration of cognitive skills in the kids through moral internet education and a model prepared as one of the major 

preventing method of cybercrime. Objective of the paper is to provide a strong, moral foundation to build a smarter, 

intelligent and ethical generation to welcome future with various e- innovations with less e-crime rate and high moral values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Present Scenario 

As the world moves towards digitalization the number of internet users is increasing day by day. It is a well-known truth that 

if technology have positive impact it will also have negative as well. This is applicable on cyber world too. Cyber world users 

are increasing day by day but at the same rate its crime rate is also increasing. Now the world is endangered by the threat of 

cybercrime and its terrorism. Doing research on crime and justice an FBI Assistant Director noted, ‘Cybercrime is the fastest 

growing problem faced by China- US cooperation. [1] 

An another survey of cybercrime conducted by IBM found that US businessman is more worried about cybercrimes 

than about physical crimes. Not even in business only, wherever there is use of internet there are cases of cheating. According 

to a survey conducted by University of Calgary’s Rozsa Center, the average citizen is more likely to be a victim of cybercrime 

than that of physical crime. Every country is facing the same problem. [1] 

The growing use of e-learning system has been documented by numerous studies (Levy-2005). Security of e-learning 

system has a unique challenge as these systems are accessed and managed via the internet by thousands of users over hundreds 

of networks. However, the Internet can pose threats such as unauthorized access, hacking, cracking, obtaining sensitive 

information and altering data and configuration, as well as enabling academic misconduct incidents. [2] 

Cybercrime is one of the fastest growing crime threatening not only individual countries like India but whole world. 

There are various cases of cybercrime in India also for examples 

 Congress Vice President Rahul Gandhi could not escape its clutches as his Twitter account was hacked and cyber criminals 

threatened to release secret communication of the party. [3] 

 Telly star Actor Karan Singh Grover cheated in lottery scams. Duped of lakhs of rupees in hopes of winning 4.31 crores in 

online fraud. [4] 

 President Mukherjee’s Daughter faces online harassment,  

 PAYTM allegedly cheated of 6 lakhs rupees by customers 

 CBI to investigate Indian origin students charged with launching cyber-attacks in US 

 Man arrested for making fake marriage profit and cheating women. [5] 

 Computer hackers hacked BARC computer and pulled out important date 

 A key finding of Economic Crime Survey 2006 of Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC) was that a typical perpetrator of 

Economic crime in India was mail (almost 100%), a graduate or undergraduate. [6] 

There are many examples of cybercrime reports in India. 

B. What is Cyber Crime? 

A practical definition of cybercrime is offered in Kshetri (2009) “A cybercrime is defined as a criminal activity in which 

computer or computer networks are the principal means of committing an offense or violating laws, rules or regulations.” Some 

authors have restricted the definition of cybercrime to only “An unlawful activity committed by a private individual in cyber 

space.”(Rho 2007). “A diverse range of acts such as the spread of computer viruses, visiting an obscene website and cyber 

stalking may qualify as a cybercrime.” (Katyal 2001; Jones 2007). Crimes can be considered as an “economically important 
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activity” or an “industry.” (Becker, 1968 p-170). Cybercrimes can be in form of hacking, cyber theft, viruses, financial fraud, 

spaming, cyber laundering, web cloning etc. 

II. IMPACT OF CYBER CRIME 

Cybercrime is now the burning issue for all countries to handle because most of the data is transferred online even government 

data also. [7] So, cybercrime is having impact on various fields and sectors. They are as follows:-   

A. Social Impact 

 There are various studies showing the social impact of cybercrime. According to a article of ‘Cyber Crime and the culture of 

fear’, illustrates the report of dystrophic narration about life in networked worlds shapes public reactions to the technological 

change.  It maps out the concept of origin of cybercrime in social science fictions and other ‘faction’ genres to explore the 

relationship between rhetoric and reality in the production of knowledge about it. It shows the reactions which heighten the 

culture of fear about cybercrime which in turn shapes public expectations of online risk, the formation of law and subsequent 

interpretation of justice. [8]Cybercrime’s adverse social impact is felt across all social and age spectrums.     

B. Economical Impact 

Cybercrime is leaving its bad effect/impact on economy also. The ‘tolerated costs’ from malicious cyber activity falls into the 

same range as car crashes, pilferage and drugs, this is a ‘ceiling’ for an estimate of loss. It suggests that at most cybercrime, 

cyber espionage costs less than 1% of GDP. The cost of cybercrime and cyber espionage to the global economy is likely billions 

of dollars every year, the dollar amount, large as it likely to be, May not fully reflect damage to the global economy. [9] 

C. National Security Impact 

Cyber space security management has already became an important component of National Security Management, Military 

related Scientific Security management and intelligent management all over the world. [6] Various impacts and examples for 

National Security has been discussed earlier in form of BARC example 

D. Psychological Impact 

Cyber criminals possess skills in areas such as psychology and linguistic. The article “Cybercrime and the culture of fear” 

identifies and responds to the various mythologies that are currently circulating about cybercrime before identifying the various 

tensions in the production of criminological knowledge about it that contribute to sustaining those mythologies. [8] 

III. PATHWAYS OF PREVENTIONS 

There are various cybercrime cells have been set up all over the world to deal with cyber criminals, one legislation that deals 

with the offences related to such crimes in India is Information Technology Act 2000, which was also further amended in the 

form of IT Amendment Act 2008. [10] 

Merely making of law, legislation and amendments will not completely prevent cybercrime. For that one has to choose 

some another path. There are various loop holes to escape from the laws. We should develop such paths through which the 

psychology of crime or the roots of the crime will eliminate. That can be done by following ways  

A. For Whom 

The first and the foremost question is whom to be targeted for the prevention of cybercrime. The answer to this question is 

targeting the age group, which is described in following paragraphs 

According to Wired safety.org, more than half of 9-13 years old have either cyber bullied or been cyber bullied or has 

a close friend who was.  

Japan’s Education, Science and Technology ministry reported that of the 38000 internet bulletin boards operated by 

children in the country about 20% harass other children.  

Children at a very small age group can access Internet 24/7 and there are varieties of sources available as laptops, 

tablets, Smartphone etc. It becomes difficult to protect them from multitude of internet harm, which probably leads them to 

walk on the path of crime. Initially, children find it easy and joyful as they are unaware of the consequences. Using few handful 

tactics will try to reduce the level but cannot bring a proper solution. Cyber safety strategies have been brainstormed but still 

needs more transparent approach, as today children are born into technology based era. The growing use of e-learning system 

from the beginning age of education has been adopted rapidly, converting classroom teaching into Smart Classes and giving 

exposure of the world to the kids, leads to some positive as well as negative aspects named as ‘Cyber Crime’. Cybercrime is 

seen in more in the teenagers and youth but its root starts developing since childhood. Developing the prevention in early age 

will reduce the cybercrime rate.  

B. Prevention Methods 

There could be various prevention methods for cybercrime examples are from country like China. It banned the websites and 

applications like Yahoo and WhatsApp various times. Some colleges also banned few websites in its premises. Parent 

controlling software is also available. Corporate are also filtering websites in their offices. In India, many a times Government 

had banned various social networking sites for some time to avoid unwanted circumstances.  
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Various research papers also analyze the problems posted by the emergence of computer crime and the possible 

avenues for its control and management. [11]   

To compete globally one has to use internet so banning it is not the remedy. It is always beneficial to go through this 

proverb “Prevention is better than Cure’, we can convert this prevention in various forms like risk management, fraud 

management etc. To apply this we have to develop cognitive skills and models which we will discuss further. 

C. What is Cognitive Skill 

Cognitive skill is a tool through which the mental and logical power of kids can better lead towards right decision making 

power. With help of cognitive skill, the new generation can be educated to understand the reason and learn about constantly 

evolving cyber security threats. Cognitive behavioral programmes are intended to improve offender’s cognitive skills so that 

they understand the consequences of criminal actions. [12] 

Cyber ethical education blended with cognitive tools can lead to prevention of cybercrime. Developing cognitive skills 

and educating children of early age is a proactive step to reduce the risk of cybercrime in future. Technology can help but at 

few points only, as it is only able to organize and analyze information. Cognitive ability builds a sense of proper decision 

making in the child to defense from the cybercrime. Cyber moral education with ethical base will make the pathway more clear 

with corpus of right knowledge and understand the accuracy of decision. Especially, if we talk about Indian internet users, the 

moral values are already in their blood as they belong to the rich Indian culture. So, need is to make them realize it and build a 

strong foundation of future smart intelligent and ethical internet user generation and it should start in early age. 

D. Development of Cognitive Model 

Above mentioned cognitive skills, will take shape in form of cognitive model. Memory is the major aspect of cognitive 

development. Critical set of cognitive skills involves a memory development which brings flexibility and self-control. Brain 

architecture will be able to function a long way and shape a better future. 

To develop this kind of a model, we have to understand its important components. They are EQ, IQ, SQ 

 EQ (Emotional Quotient): Emotional understanding leads towards right identification and develop empathy skill. 

Interaction leads towards proper interpretation, which can be given through moral internet education with a need base 

information. EQ development brings a strong self-control defined as an ability to cope with strong feelings and stop our 

self from doing wrong things. 

 IQ (Intelligence Quotient): Once EQ is developed, now the brain composition works on logical thinking and learning. 

Imparting right information to the children for internet and its accessibility becomes very important. Reasoning learning 

process will help to take the right decisions. Reasoning and recommendation improves decision making skills, which helps 

to reduce cybercrime complexity. Better analysis based on right education and knowledge for Internet use and cyber-crime 

threats improves the speed and scale of IQ development also. Children should be given logical and evidence based 

information related to the world of Internet and cyber threats. 

 SQ (Skill Quotient): Skill quotient relates to maintain internal and external factors and channelize the output. This requires 

the specific knowledge which brings right skill function, so once the level of intelligent quotient is developed with the help 

of knowledge and education specific skills will help children for security coding and compliance for cybercrime education. 

Proper digital interface and cyber skill development can bring effective result and lead towards reduction of crime level at 

large. This section needs to be covered up with KSA – Knowledge Skills and Abilities.15 Cognitive skills specifically 

require knowledge regarding current cyber knowledge at proper level so that children can take proper decision regarding 

the usage of internet and its usage. The world of technology has been advanced with the help of new tools at the same time 

it requires right amount of decision making to use the technology. [13] 

All these three quotients has to be integrated and use as a tool for cognitive skill learning model to create the impact 

on the heart and mind of the children resulting into end of the cause and ultimately leads to reduction in cybercrime. 

1) Cognitive Skill Learning Model 

In this model there is initiation of problem and then identification of those kids who are under threats, then we can apply EQ, 

IQ and SQ components gradually to manage their risk and take feedback to modify if problem persist and can cyclically revise 

the model until the problem is solved. The cognitive learning model and its cycle are as below:- 

a) Affect of the Model 

Affect of the model will result into the reduction in the cybercrime rate. Managing cybercrime in this manner will be a unique 

way to deal with various types of problems. In India it will be easy to implement, as India is known for its rich culture and 

moral values. Joao Albergaria Resende, VP Product development, We Do Technologies believes that Fraud Management is a 

constant journey of discovery and action. He said, “We recognize that India is a world within a world. It is such a huge country. 

The learning from India in terms of best practices, innovative solutions will be rich and can be applied to markets in other parts 

of the world.” [14] 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Cybercrime has become a burning problem for every nation. It is one of the biggest issues globally as criminals siphon off 

millions of dollars by hacking into peoples’ bank account. [3] It becomes a matter of concern. It should be prevented at early 

age. For that education and skills are the two basic tools through which the true value of nation’s future generation can be 

protected. Developing a right structure of education and skills can lead towards building a strong strategy for child internet 
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safety. Better evaluation skills and wise decision reduces tools of harmful material, restrict access to unknown sites and raise 

the knowledge of crime laws. With the help of all these we provide a strong, moral foundation to build a smarter, intelligent 

and ethical generation to welcome future with various e- innovations with less e-crime rate and high moral values  
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